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Here’s to the Storytellers!
Perhaps the greatest pleasure for us here at ADVMoto is our relationships 
with the storytellers. Sharing with you the life-changing and spectacular 
experiences of the authors and photographers is at the heart of what we do. 

We aim to publish the best of the real world accounts, inspiring you to get 
out there and see the planet. Adventure riders span the gamut of cultural, 
national, professional and socioeconomic backgrounds. Regardless of why you 
may want to explore the world, these are the guys and gals who’ll guide you. 
Their stories cover the spectrum from geographical and cultural diversity to 
countless personal challenges—all guaranteed to stretch your comfort zones.

It’s each rider’s technical, emotional and physical experiences that make 
their tales so worthy of telling—often illustrating the most important traits we 
need to hone as adventurers not only to survive but to have the time of our 
lives out there.

Our staff seek out fresh and exciting points of view from those who have 
something to say. But not all stories begin as gems. Some are submitted as 
diamonds in the rough. So we take great pride in careful preparation and 
presentation, with a heavy emphasis on finding the ideal mix of editing, photo 
selections, and page designs to best convey their individual accounts.

2016 was a banner year for content and we’d especially like to thank 
some of our key writers you’ve gotten to know, along with everyone who’s 
contributed stellar contributions. Expect to see more in 2017 from Sam 
Manicom, Ivana Colakovska and Manu Torres (AroundGaia.com), Naomi 
Tweddle, Lisa Morris and Jason Spafford (TwoWheeledNomad.com), Ian 
Lloyd Neubauer, Steph Jeavons, and Kyra Sacdalan and Justin Coffey, Bea 
Höbenreich and Helmut Koch (TimetoRide.de), and perhaps even see some 
work from the enduring Lisa and Simon Thomas (2RidetheWorld.com)!

Thanks also to the support of our readers and partners as we round 
out another year of growth in the ADV community and look forward to 
sponsoring more riders and writers in 2017. As always keep the submissions 
and comments coming. It’s fun work... but someone’s got to do it!

Catch ya out there!

Paul H. Smith, Senior Editor

Let us know your thoughts on this editorial by contacting us through 
the AdventureMotorcycle.com website or send an email to  
Letters@AdventureMotorcycle.com
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